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Abstract
Purpose – The purpose of this paper is to utilize document expansion techniques for improving image
representation and retrieval. This paper proposes a concise framework for tag-based image retrieval (TBIR).
Design/methodology/approach – The proposed approach includes three core components: a strategy of
selecting expansion (similar) images from the whole corpus (e.g. cluster-based or nearest neighbor-based);
a technique for assessing image similarity, which is adopted for selecting expansion images (text, image, or mixed);
and a model for matching the expanded image representation with the search query (merging or separate).
Findings – The results show that applying the proposed method yields significant improvements in
effectiveness, and the method obtains better performance on the top of the rank and makes a great
improvement on some topics with zero score in baseline. Moreover, nearest neighbor-based expansion
strategy outperforms the cluster-based expansion strategy, and using image features for selecting expansion
images is better than using text features in most cases, and the separate method for calculating the
augmented probability P(q|RD) is able to erase the negative influences of error images in RD.
Research limitations/implications – Despite these methods only outperform on the top of the rank
instead of the entire rank list, TBIR on mobile platforms still can benefit from this approach.
Originality/value – Unlike former studies addressing the sparsity, vocabulary mismatch, and tag
relatedness in TBIR individually, the approach proposed by this paper addresses all these issues with a
single document expansion framework. It is a comprehensive investigation of document expansion
techniques in TBIR.
Keywords Information retrieval, Document expansion, Retrieval model, Social image representation,
Social image retrieval, Tag-based image retrieval
Paper type Research paper

Introduction
The development of digital photography and social media-sharing platforms (e.g. Flickr and
Instagram) has led to a rapid increase in the number of social images produced.
Social bookmarks (tags) provide noisy, yet useful descriptive information to enhance
traditional image retrieval technology (Firan et al., 2007; Nov et al., 2008; Sun, Bhowmick,
Nam Nguyen, and Bai, 2011). Techniques leveraging social bookmarks for image search are
called tag-based image retrieval (TBIR), which have attracted wide attention (Chen et al., 2010;
Gao et al., 2013; Li et al., 2015; Li and Snoek, 2010). These approaches are general methods for
assessing the similarity between a search query and an image’s tags.

Previous studies showed that social tags are usually helpful for image retrieval
(Chen et al., 2010; Gu et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2009; Sun and Bhowmick, 2008; Tang et al., 2009).
However, a social image usually only has a limited number of tags. For example, in the
NUS-WIDE data set (an open data set for TBIR), each image has only 18 tags on average,
and almost 15 percent of images own less than 8 tags. Such a tag-based image
representation often suffers from serious sparsity and vocabulary mismatch issues.
In addition, most image-sharing platforms do not allow users to assign the same tag
multiple times, which makes it difficult to distinguish informative tags from less important
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ones by their frequencies. Therefore, measuring the degree of effectiveness of a tag
describing the tagged image also becomes a crucial issue (this we refer to as tag-relatedness
issue in this paper). Many studies have been conducted to address these issues. More
concretely, neighbor voting schemes (Truong et al., 2012) are widely adopted to measure
the degree of effectiveness of a tag describing the tagged image. Tag recommendation
(Sun, Bhowmick and Chong, 2011) and tag completion (Wu et al., 2013) are both put forward
in addressing issues of sparsity and vocabulary mismatch. However, it is still very hard to
combine these methods into a uniform framework. In this paper, we propose a concise
framework based on document expansion techniques widely adopted in document retrieval
to address all these issues at once. In our approach, we consider the set of tags for an image
as a “document” for that image. Specifically, our approach has three core components:

(1) a strategy of selecting expansion (similar) images from the whole corpus;

(2) a technique for assessing image similarity, which is adopted for selecting expansion
images; and

(3) a model for matching the expanded image representation with the search query.

We describe and evaluate our approach in this paper. We compare it with previous
approaches and experiment using different implementations of the three core components.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the second section, we review the related
work on TBIR from social tags research, related efforts on image retrieval, and research on
tag-based retrieval. The third section provides a detailed description of the proposed
approach. The fourth section introduces the experimental setup and analyzes the results in
detail. The fifth section concludes this study.

It is worth noting that TBIR is quite different from concept-based (i.e. text-based) image
retrieval, because of some characteristics of social tags. For example, in concept-based
image retrieval, an image is often represented by a textual document that typically has
much redundancy of words to convey its semantics. However, in TBIR, an image is
represented with many fewer tags with no or minimal redundancy. Moreover, text used in
concept-based image retrieval is usually provided by professional indexers, but social tags
are assigned by different users having different motivations, different interpretations of the
meaning of tags. Thus, traditional techniques of concept-based image retrieval, such as term
frequency weighting and document length normalization, do not work well on TBIR.

Related work
Research on social tags in the search environment
Much research has examined social tags from the perspective of organization and retrieval.
For example, Nov et al. (2008) divided tagging motivation into three categories based on
target audience and tagging function into two dimensions based on a tag’s intended use.
They pointed out that the organization function of tags is intended to facilitate future search
and retrieval by the user. Carman et al. (2008) found that social tags (bookmarks) are useful
for approximating actual user queries from the perspective of personalized information
retrieval. Gu et al. (2011) concluded that social tags reveal confidence issues caused by
ambiguity and synonymy. They proposed a statistic model to measure the confidence of
social tags and applied it to filter noisy tags with low tag confidence. The results of their
experiment revealed that confidence of social tags highly influenced the performance of
tag-based search methods. Wu et al. (2013) stated that “since many users tend to choose
general and ambiguous tags in order to minimize their efforts in choosing appropriate
words, tags that are specific to the visual content of images tend to be missing or noisy.”

Additionally, Koutrika et al. (2008) asserted that misleading tags confuse users instead of
increasing the visibility of some resource. Therefore, they proposed a method for ranking
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documents matching a tag based on taggers’ reliability. Li et al. (2009) stated that various
tagging motivations naturally lead to the personalization characteristic of social tags and
create an unreliable interpretation of the relevance of a tag with respect to the visual content
that it is describing. Hence, the fundamental problem in TBIR is how to reliably estimate the
relevance of a tag with respect to the visual content that it is describing. Note that the above
characteristics of social tags make TBIR more challenging than concept-based image
retrieval, and demand a revisit rather than directly employing techniques of concept-based
image retrieval (Sun, Bhowmick, Nam Nguyen, and Bai, 2011).

Related efforts on image retrieval
Inspired by research on text-information retrieval, many methods (sometimes called
text-based image retrieval) have been developed to improve image search in cases in which
textual descriptions of visual content are vague (La Cascia et al., 1998; Sclaroff et al., 1999).
However, considering the problem of subjectivity in contextual information, text-based
image retrieval also possesses some limitations (Inoue, 2004). To overcome the problem in
text-based image retrieval, many efforts (often termed content-based image retrieval (CBIR))
attempt to utilize visual content for estimating image visual similarity (Gudivada and
Raghavan, 1995; Smeulders et al., 2000). One primary goal of these studies is to measure the
similarity between two images based on their level features (color, texture, and shape) and
semantic content (object, scene, and emotion).

More recently, advancements in image understanding, such as image classification and
object recognition, have made it possible to learn and understand visual concepts from
images (Krizhevsky et al., 2012; Torralba et al., 2008). For example, automatic image
annotation focuses on assigning a few relevant and controlled keywords to an unannotated
image, and then these keywords can be indexed and utilized for image retrieval. Jeon et al.
(2003) proposed a cross-media retrieval model for annotating images with keywords from a
small vocabulary of blobs[1], and their experiment demonstrates the usefulness of these
keywords for the task of image retrieval.

Research on tag-based retrieval
On the other hand, with the popularity of folksonomy, uncontrolled, and personalized social
tags as metadata, we see new opportunities to enhance current retrieval technology.
Bao et al. (2007) proposed two algorithms that use social tags for web search, and they found
that social tags are usually good summaries of corresponding web pages and the count of
tags indicates the popularity of web pages. Xu et al. (2008) proposed a personalized search
framework to utilize folksonomy (social tags) for personalized web search. Melenhorst et al.
(2008) reported a study on tag-based video retrieval, and their experiment suggested that
uncontrolled social tags are valuable for supporting video retrieval processes. Hsieh and
Hsu (2010) proposed a method to annotate images with social tags; their method is able to
solve the sparsity of user-contributed tags. Sevil et al. (2010) presented an automatic tag
expansion approach, which is valuable for image retrieval. Efron (2010) proposed
a language modeling (LM) approach to retrieve useful hashtags from posts in a
microblogging environment. Inspired by document expansion and inverted index in
traditional IR, Min et al. (2010) revisited document expansion in the context of retrieval of
images annotated with brief textual labels. Zhu et al. (2010) and Sang et al. (2012) introduced
the task of tag refinement which aims to solve the imprecise and incomplete issues of social
tags. Lee et al. (2012) proposed a social inverted index for social-tagging-based IR. Li and
Snoek (2013) developed a system that has the ability to select the most relevant positive
and negative examples for a given tag. Recently, Li et al. (2016) presented a comprehensive
treatise about image tag assignment, refinement, and TBIR. Lu et al. (2016) proposed
a re-ranking approach depending on three steps: the first step, “Keyword matching,” returns
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all images that contain the query terms and the images uploaded by the same user, grouped
into user image set; then the second step, “Inter-user re-ranking,” ranks user image sets by
considering users’ contributions to the query; and finally, the third step “Intra-user
re-ranking,” selects the image which has the highest score among each user image sets.
A state-of-the-art research in TBIR has been performed by Sun, Bhowmick, Nam Nguyen,
and Bai (2011), which quantifies the relevance score between a tagged image and a tag
query by five orthogonal dimensions:

(1) tag discrimination: analogous to the idea of tf-idf in traditional IR;

(2) tag length: used to reflect the impact of the number of tags assigned to social images;

(3) tag query matching score: quantifying the matching score between a tag and the
query tag tq;

(4) query model: used for rewriting a given query, analogous to query expansion
technology in traditional IR; and

(5) tag relatedness: used to measure the degree of effectiveness of a tag describing the
tagged image.

Document expansion approach
Task definition
Our approach addresses the TBIR problem. TBIR refers to an image retrieval task where the
images often have user-generated short text descriptions (tags). A tag is usually a single
word, but can be more complex, e.g., “xmas2015.” However, our approach does not consider
the latter case because the majority of the tags in our data set belong to the first case – a tag
is considered as one word token in this paper.

TBIR has been widely applied on image-sharing platforms in different scenarios to help
users look for images. For example, the famous image-sharing website flickr.com provides
two kinds of TBIR. First, users can type a text query (one or a few words) in the search bar
to find relevant images annotated by other persons using similar words (social tags).
Second, while browsing images, users can click on the social tags associated with the
images, and the system will retrieve relevant images using the clicked tag as a query. In this
paper, we only consider the second scenario.

We formally define the TBIR problem as follows. The corpus is a collection of N social
images C¼ {D1,…,DN}, where each image Dk is associated with a set of m tags {wk1,
wk2,…, wkm}. Given a query q containing s words (tags) {w1,…, wS}, the task is to rank
images by their relevance to the query.

TBIR techniques focus on improving retrieval accuracy using tag information. We can
consider the set of tags for an image as a complementary representation for that image,
in addition to other representations such as its content.

Specifically, we adapt document expansion techniques for the TBIR problem to address the
vocabulary mismatch issue in TBIR. Here, we consider the set of tags for an image as a
“document” for that image. As Sun, Bhowmick, Nam Nguyen, and Bai (2011) pointed out, the
tag-based image representation (document) suffers from sparsity issues, i.e., an image is
usually associated with only a few tags. This makes a query difficult to match a relevant image
if they used similar but different words. In addition, most image-sharing platforms do not allow
users to assign the same tag multiple times, which makes it difficult to distinguish informative
tags from less important ones by their frequencies. This is also similar to the issue of lacking
term frequency information in short-text retrieval (Efron et al., 2012). Both issues increase the
risk of vocabulary mismatch when using tag-based representation for image retrieval.

The rest of this section describes our approach.
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Framework
Our system ranks a target image by the following steps:

(1) we find images similar to the target image;

(2) we compute a relevance score for the target image based on the similarity of the
query to the target image itself as well as its similar images; and

(3) we rank target images by the computed relevance scores.

Figure 1 shows an example. The target image has two tags, “sky” and “helicopter,”while the
query includes a word “blue” that does not exist in the target image’s tag-based
representation. Apparently, the target image is relevant, but it has a relatively low relevance
score if we directly match the query with the target image’s tags. Instead, our approach
expands the target image’s tag-based representation using similar images. For example, if a
similar image has the tags blue, “sky,” and “cloud,” it improves the target image’s
representation by helping it to match the word blue in the query (and hopefully enhances
retrieval performance).

Formally, we use D for the original (unexpanded) tag-based representations for an
image. We use RD for D’s augmented representation based on similar images’ tags.
We rank images using the following equation. The parameter αexp controls the weight of
the expanded representation:

Score q;Dð Þ ¼ 1�aexp
� �

UP qjDð ÞþaexpUP qjRDð Þ (1)

The rest of this section introduces:

(1) the strategies of selecting similar images – we compare a cluster-based strategy and
a nearest neighbor-based one;

(2) the techniques used for assessing image similarity (in order to select similar images
in Step 1) – we compare using image content, tags, and a combination of the two to
assess image similarity; and

(3) matching the query q and the expanded image representation RD, i.e., estimating
P(q|RD) – we compare two approaches.

Target Image

Tags: sky, helicopter Tags: sky, blue, clouds

Similar Images

Expand

……

Match

Query: blue sky

Figure 1.
An example of

document expansion
for tag-based

image retrieval
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Document expansion strategy
Inspired by previous studies on document expansion (Liu and Croft, 2004; Tao et al., 2006;
Wei and Croft, 2006), we compare two document expansion strategies for selecting
similar images:

(1) Cluster-based strategy: we group images into clusters and select the closest cluster
to the target image for expansion. We use K-means algorithm for clustering. For
each image D, its expansion image set RD¼ {D1, D2,…,DM} consists of all images
sharing the same cluster with D.

(2) Nearest neighbor strategy: the nearest neighbor strategy selects the most similar k
images to the target image for expansion. We construct a pseudo query QD based on
the target image’s representation and retrieve the top k similar images. The expansion
image set RD¼ {D1,D2,…,Dk} consists of the top k similar (relevant) images retrieved
for QD, where each image is associated with a similarity score.

The intuition behind these two expansion strategies is quite different. The cluster-based
method assumes that different images in the same cluster belong to the same topic
(Liu and Croft, 2004). It does not differentiate images in the same cluster while performing
expansion – each expansion image has an equal weight in RD. In contrast, the nearest
neighbor strategy specifically retrieves the most similar k images for the target image for
expansion. Different images are assigned different weights – their relevance scores.
It assumes that more similar images provide better complementary representations for the
original image (Tao et al., 2006).

Image similarity
Both the cluster-based and the nearest neighbor-based expansion strategies require
techniques for assessing image similarity. We compare three different ways of assessing
image similarity in this paper:

(1) Text/tag-based approach – assessing image similarity only based on tag-based
representation:

• While using the cluster-based strategy, we represent each image as a vector of
tags, and cluster images using K-means algorithm with cosine distance.

• While using the nearest neighbor strategy, we construct a text query for the
target image using the combination of its tags. We submit the query to a text
retrieval IR system (such as Indri or Lucene) to obtain a ranked list of relevant
(similar) images. We set the weights of the images to their relevance scores
returned by the text IR system while performing expansion.

(2) Image feature-based approach – assessing image similarity only based on image content:

• While using the cluster-based strategy, we represent each image’s visual features
using a 500-dimension bag of “words” feature based on scale-invariant feature
transform (SIFT) descriptions (Kulis and Grauman, 2009). We also use K-means
algorithm with cosine distance for clustering. Although there are various visual
features for representing image content, it is beyond the scope of this paper.

• While using the nearest neighbor strategy, we use the image’s visual feature as a
query to retrieve similar images in a CBIR system. We retrieve images using
locality sensitive hashing ( Jégou et al., 2010) and cosine distance. Although there
are various approximate nearest neighbor methods for searching k nearest
neighbor images and measuring image similarity based on visual features, it is
beyond the scope of this paper.
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(3) Mixed feature-based approach – assessing image similarity based on the
combination of tag-based representation and image content:

• While using the cluster-based strategy, we construct a mixed representation for
each image by concatenating its text feature vector and visual feature vector.
Then, we use K-means algorithm with cosine distance for clustering.

• While using the nearest neighbor strategy, we combine the lists of similar
images retrieved using the tag-based approach and the image feature-based
approach using CombMNZ, a popular method for fusing ranked lists (Fox and
Shaw, 1994). The following equation explains the score of an image Di by
CombMNZ, where F(Di) refers to the number of times the image Di appeared in
the two ranked lists; Stext(Di) and Simage(Di) are the scores returned by the text IR
system and CBIR system, respectively:

ScombMNZ Dið Þ ¼ F Dið Þ � Stext Dið ÞþSimage Dið Þ� �
(2)

Matching queries and expanded image representation
Let RD¼ {D1, D2,…,DM} be the set of expansion images selected using the approaches
described in the previous sections. Each Di in RD is associated with a weight – the
importance of Di in expansion. While using the cluster-based strategy, the weight of each
image is set to 1. The weight of an image is set to its relevance score if we adopt the nearest
neighbor strategy for image expansion.

We compare two methods for computing the probability of a query q given RD:

• “Merging”: in this approach, we merge all “documents” (images’ tag sets) in RD as a
big “document” D′. Thus, the probability P(q|RD) can be estimated as in the following
equation, where D′¼ {t1, t2,…, tL} is the bag of tags associated with the image set
RD¼ {D1, D2,…,DM}. L is the total number of unique tags in the image set RD. sim
(D, Dj) stands for the weight of the image Dj in the expansion set. S is the number of
words (tags) in query q:

P qjRDð Þ ¼ P qjD'ð Þ ¼ P qjt1; t2; . . .; tLð Þ ¼
XS
i¼1

P wijt1; t2; . . .; tLð Þ

¼
XS
i¼1

PM
j¼1 freq wi;Dj

� �
sim D;Dj
� �

PL
l¼1

PM
j¼1 freq tl;Dj

� �
Usim D;Dj

� � (3)

• “Separate”: in this approach, we compute the probability P(q|RD) by marginalizing
overall documents in RD. We sum over the probability of q from each individual
document Di, weighted by Di’s weight in the expansion set. The following equation
describes this approach:

P qjRDð Þ ¼
X

Di ARD

P qjDið Þsim D;Dið Þ (4)

Experiment
The NUS-WIDE data set is an open and accessible benchmark for evaluating TBIR
techniques released by the National University of Singapore. The data set incorporates
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269,648 images acquired from Flickr[2] and 81 queries. We also test our methods on the
Flickr51 data set, a smaller data set containing 81,541 images and 51 queries. All these
queries are simple concepts such as “airport,” “valley,” etc. We refer to Chua et al. (2009) and
Wang et al. (2010) for further details.

We compare with two baselines: an LM approach and Sun, Bhowmick, Nam Nguyen, and
Bai’s (2011) approach (the QSRVDFLSMC model with the 500-dimension bag of “words”
feature based on SIFT descriptions). The LM baseline simply treats the set of tags for an
image as a document and ranks images by the query likelihood score. We stem words using
the Krovetz stemmer. We report results using Jelinek-Mercer smoothing with λ¼ 0.4. Based
on our observation, smoothing has very little impact on the search results in this data set.
Sun, Bhowmick, Nam Nguyen, and Bai’s approach (QSRVDFLSMC) quantifies the relevance
score between a tagged image D and a query q as in the following equation, where Nk(D) is
the 100 similar images for image D based on visual similarity (500-dimension bag of “words”
feature); tj is one of the tags that belong to image D; P(tj|Nk(D)) and P(tj) are the probabilities
of observing tag tj among images in Nk(D) and collection C, respectively; N is the number of
images in collection C; f(tj) is the number of images annotated by tag tj in collection C; |D| is
the number of tags of image D; and P(tj|wi) is the conditional probability of being tagged by
tj among the images tagged by wi in collection C:

Score q;Dð Þ ¼
X

wi Aq; tj AD

0:5þ0:5� max P tj
��Nk Dð Þ� ��P tj

� �
; 0

� �� �

� 1:0þ log
N

1þ f tj
� �

 !
� 1ffiffiffiffiffiffi

Dj jp � P tj
��wi

� �
(5)

For the cluster-based strategy on NUS-WIDE, we use cluster size 500, 1,000, 2,000, and 3,000.
Because the scale of Flickr51 is much smaller than (one-third of ) NUS-WIDE, we choose
cluster size 160, 330, 660, and 1,000 while we conduct experiments on the Flickr51 data set.
For the nearest neighbor strategy on two data sets, we compare using the top 10, 20, 50, and
100 similar images for expansion. We evaluate results using the following four metrics: first,
mean average precision (MAP), the mean of average precision for a sample of queries, where
average precision is a measure that combines recall and precision for ranked retrieval
results; second, mean reciprocal rank (MRR), the average of reciprocal ranks for a sample of
queries, where the reciprocal rank is the multiplicative inverse of the rank of the first correct
answer; third, precision at 10 (P@10), a statistic measure that counts the number of relevant
results on the top ten results; and fourth, normalized discounted cumulative gain at
10 (nDCG@10), a measure of ranking quality that considers cumulative gain at each
position of ranking list; we refer to Sanderson (2010) for further details. We evaluate all
methods using five-fold cross-validation. We train the best parameters (smooth parameter α,
cluster size L, and the number of similar images k) by performing a grid search. We compare
the two approaches by the mean values of the evaluation measures on their ranked list.
We test statistical significance using paired t-test (Table I).

Results and discussion
Table II reports the evaluation results. Comparing the two baselines, we found that
QSRVDFLSMC outperforms LM on both NUS-WIDE and Flickr51 data sets. The limited
performance of LM in TBIR is not surprising. LM ranks result mainly based on term
frequency and document length. In the case of TBIR, tag (term) frequency is always 1,
because many current systems do not allow assigning the same tag to the same image
multiple times. Thus, the score is very sensitive to the number of tags associated with the
image (document length). This means that LM, in the case of TBIR, will find images which
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contain the query term (tag) and rank the images by document length (the number of tags
associated with that image). In contrast, the QSRVDFLSMC model, estimating the relevance
between the tag and visual content of the image by nearest neighbor voting, seems to
overcome the problem in the LM method.

Our approach uses “document” expansion techniques to improve image representation.
It achieves better results in terms of all evaluation measures compared to the two baselines.
We think that document expansion enhances the presentation of images in two ways:
assigning the right and unannotated tags to the image; and increasing the weight of the
right tags of the image. Figure 2 shows an instance of the situation. The left one is an
original document D and the right one is one of the images in RD. Under the framework of
document expansion, the weight of “sky,” “clouds,” and “helicopter” will increase and an
unannotated right tag “blue” will be assigned to the left image, then the left image can be
retrieved by the query “blue.”

Next, we will focus on discussing the differences in document expansion strategies,
information modality for selection of RD and computation methods of the augmented
probability P(q|RD).

Abbr. Expansion strategy Information modality P(q|RD)

Baseline B1: LM – –
B2: QSRVDFLSMC – –

Experiment M1: cluster+ text+merging Cluster Text Merging
M2: cluster+ text+ separate Cluster Text Separate
M3: cluster+ image+merging Cluster Image Merging
M4: cluster+ image+ separate Cluster Image Separate
M5: cluster+mixed+merging Cluster Mixed Merging
M6: cluster+mixed+ separate Cluster Mixed Separate
M7: NN+ text+merging NN Text Merging
M8: NN+ text+ separate NN Text Separate
M9: NN+ image+merging NN Image Merging
M10: NN+ image+ separate NN Image Separate
M11: NN+mixed+merging NN Mixed Merging
M12: NN+mixed+ separate NN Mixed Separate

Table I.
Baseline and

experimental retrieval
names and
descriptions

NUS-WIDE Flickr51
Method MAP MRR P@10 nDCG@10 MAP MRR P@10 nDCG@10

B1 0.3124 0.7778 0.6272 0.6226 0.6166 0.7209 0.6686 0.5077
B2 0.3588 0.7644 0.6864 0.6866 0.7133 0.8326 0.7980 0.6837
M1 0.3383 0.6931 0.5975 0.5925 0.6261 0.6998 0.6275 0.4881
M2 0.3412 0.8327 0.6605 0.6347 0.6167 0.8062 0.6804 0.5550
M3 0.3382 0.7726 0.6432 0.6299 0.7582 0.8067 0.7471 0.6548
M4 0.3461 0.7802 0.6889 0.6962 0.7430 0.8655 0.8627 0.7211
M5 0.3393 0.7536 0.6037 0.6128 0.6193 0.6830 0.6510 0.5476
M6 0.3441 0.7526 0.6494 0.6751 0.6087 0.7361 0.7118 0.5515
M7 0.3600 0.7558 0.6970 0.6933 0.6080 0.6916 0.6275 0.4832
M8 0.3599 0.8244 0.6926 0.6826 0.5326 0.7265 0.6000 0.4962
M9 0.3557 0.8241 0.7012 0.6692 0.7866 0.8981 0.8784 0.7848
M10 0.3561 0.7712 0.7358 0.7266 0.7679 0.9186 0.8941 0.8118
M11 0.3308 0.7778 0.6486 0.6062 0.6981 0.7277 0.6294 0.5169
M12 0.3452 0.7737 0.6815 0.6609 0.5066 0.4517 0.4019 0.3261

Table II.
All results on MAP,

MRR, P@10, and
nDCG@10
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Comparing document expansion strategies
We compare the cluster-based document expansion strategy and the nearest neighbor
strategy in this section. Table III reports the evaluation results for the best cluster-based
strategy run (M4) and the best nearest neighbor strategy run (M10) on two data sets.
Results show that both document expansion strategies are at least as good as the baseline.
As Table III shows, the cluster-based strategy run performs as good as QSRVDFLSMC in
terms of MRR (+2.1 percent), P@10 (+0.4 percent), and nDCG@10 (+1.4 percent) on
NUS-WIDE, and brings significant[3] improvements in P@10 (+8.1 percent, po0.05) and
nDCG@10 (+5.4 percent, po0.05) on Flickr51. In contrast, the nearest neighbor-based
strategy significantly outperforms the QSRVDFLSMC baseline in all terms of both P@10
(+7.2 percent, po0.05) and nDCG@10 (+5.8 percent, po0.05) on NUS-WIDE, and brings
significantly improvements in MAP (+7.7 percent, po0.05), MRR (+10.3 percent, po0.05),
P@10 (+12.0 percent, po0.05), and nDCG@10 (+18.7 percent, po0.05). Note that we
did not see stable improvements in terms of MAP and MRR on the two data sets but in
P@10 and nDCG@10.

In addition, results also suggest that the nearest neighbor-based strategy is better than
the cluster-based one. This is probably because the cluster-based strategy introduces too
much noise – it is over-optimistic to assume that images in the same cluster contribute the
same to the expanded representation. In contrast, the nearest neighbor-based strategy
overcomes this issue by weighting images differently during expansion. Figure 3 shows an
example. Although both strategies expanded the wrong image Dj, in nearest neighbor-based
strategy the sim(D, Dj) is 0.35, much less than 1 in cluster-based strategy.

Comparing approaches for assessing image similarity
We compare the three approaches for assessing image similarity (text, image, or mixed) in
this section.

Sea sky norway clouds canon 350d king
helicopter trondheim seaking am

bulanse onlyyourbestshots
redningshelikopter

Blue sky film clouds lomo lca
crossprocess helicopter adamscoot

Figure 2.
An illustration about
how document
expansion benefits
TBIR

NUS-WIDE Flickr51
Method MAP MRR P@10 nDCG@10 MAP MRR P@10 nDCG@10

B2 0.359 0.764 0.686 0.686 0.713 0.833 0.798 0.684
M4 0.346 0.780 0.689 0.696 0.743 0.866 0.863* 0.721*
M10 0.356 0.771 0.735* 0.726* 0.768* 0.919* 0.894* 0.812*
Note: *po0.05 on a two pair-wise tests against the baseline

Table III.
Comparison of best
results in three
approaches
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Table IV lists the average scores of different measures for runs using the text-based approach, the
image-based approach, and the mixed approach. Figure 4 shows detailed results using different
combinations of document expansion strategy and matching model. Results suggest that using
image features for selecting expansion images is better than using text features in most cases.
In addition, using mixed features does not outperform using text or image features alone.

We suspect that the sparsity issue of text/tag-based representation is a key reason for
its limited performance in terms of assessing image similarity. In contrast, in such a case,
using image features is usually a better option. Figure 4 shows an example. Of course, the
text/tag-based representation makes it much easier to connect images and search queries.
Thus, our approach is also an effective way of combining text/tag-based and content-
based image retrieval – we leverage low-level image features to connect similar images
and improve images’ text/tag-based representation. It is worthy to note that mixed
features do not demonstrate the advantage that had been expected. In the cluster-based
approach, the mixed feature suffers from the curse of dimensionality. In the nearest
neighbor-based strategy, the set of images expanded with image representation is quite
different from the set of images expanded with tag-based representation. Therefore, the
CombMNZ method fails to utilize images appeared in both two sets.

Matching queries and expanded image representation
We compare the two different approaches for computing P(q|RD) in this section – “merging” and
“separate.”Table V reports the differences between the two computation methods using different

Target Image D

Expand

Cluster-based strategy Nearest neighbor strategy
…… ……

…… ……

sim(D, Dj)=1 ……

sim(D, Dj)=0.35

……
……

……

Dj

Dj

Figure 3.
An illustration
of why nearest
neighbor-based

strategy is better than
cluster-based strategy

Information modality MAP MRR P@10 nDCG@10

NUS-WIDE
Text (mean of M1 + M2+M7+M8) 0.3499 0.7765 0.6619 0.6508
Image (mean of M3+M4+M9+M10) 0.3490 0.7870 0.6923 0.6805
Mixed (mean of M5+M6+M11+M12) 0.3400 0.7644 0.6458 0.6387

Flickr51
Text (mean of M1+M2+M7+M8) 0.5959 0.7310 0.6339 0.5056
Image (mean of M3+M4+M9+M10) 0.7639 0.8722 0.8456 0.7431
Mixed (mean of M5+M6+M11+M12) 0.6082 0.6496 0.5985 0.4855

Table IV.
Average scores of
three information

modalities
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combinations of expansion strategy and image similarity measures. Overall, results suggest that
the “separate” approach is better than the “merging” approach when computing P(q|RD).

We suspect that the “separate” approach works better than the “merging” approach
because the former is less likely affected by wrong expansion images with a lot of tags.
While using the “merging” approach, an expansion image with a lot of tags will increase
both tags’ frequencies and document length of the merged “big document” representation
by a greater extent. This may be useful if the expansion image is truly relevant to the
original image, but it also introduces more noise when the expansion image is not relevant.
In contrast, the “separate” approach does not have the issue.

Influence of cluster size and number of top k nearest neighbors
In cluster-based methods, cluster size has an impact on retrieval performance.
In neighborhood-based methods, the parameter k (the number of top similar images)

Method MAP MRR P@10 nDCG@10

NUS-WIDE
M1/M2 0.3383/0.3412 0.6931/0.7558 0.5975/0.6970 0.5925/0.6933
M3/M4 0.3382/0.3461 0.8327/0.8244 0.6605/0.6926 0.6347/0.6826
M5/M6 0.3393/0.3441 0.7726/0.8241 0.6432/0.7012 0.6299/0.6692
M7/M8 0.3600/0.3599 0.7802/0.7712 0.6889/0.7358 0.6962/0.7266
M9/M10 0.3557/0.3561 0.7536/0.7778 0.6037/0.6486 0.6128/0.6062
M11/M12 0.3308/0.3452 0.7526/0.7737 0.6494/0.6815 0.6751/0.6609

Flickr51
M1/M2 0.6261/0.6167 0.6998/0.8062 0.6275/0.6804 0.4881/0.5550
M3/M4 0.7582/0.7430 0.8067/0.8655 0.7471/0.8627 0.6548/0.7211
M5/M6 0.6193/0.6087 0.6830/0.7361 0.6510/0.7118 0.5476/0.5515
M7/M8 0.6080/0.5326 0.6916/0.7265 0.6275/0.6000 0.4832/0.4962
M9/M10 0.7866/0.7679 0.8981/0.9186 0.8784/0.8941 0.7848/0.8118
M11/M12 0.6981/0.5066 0.7277/0.4517 0.6294/0.4019 0.5169/0.3261

Table V.
Pair-wise comparison
of two computation
methods

Query: beach
Expand with Image representation

Expand with tag/text-based representation

Target Image

Tags: gymnastics beach

Tags: gymnastics
beach

Tags: gymnastics
beach

Tags: gymnastics
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Tags:
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gymnastics
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……
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Expand
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Figure 4.
Similar images found
by text and image
representation
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also has an important influence on retrieval performance. Thus, in this section, we discuss
how these two parameters influence retrieval performance. In comparison to baselines, our
methods do not bring consistent improvements in terms of MAP but in terms of P@10 and
nDCG@10. This suggests that our methods have the ability to obtain better performance on
the top of the rank. Therefore, in this section, we focus on how cluster size L and number of
similar images k influence on P@10 and nDCG@10.

Figure 5 shows retrieval performance of the cluster-based methods using different
cluster sizes. Although we did not observe any clear trends, most methods achieved
excellent scores when setting cluster size to 3,000 (1,000 on Flickr51). Figure 6 shows
retrieval performance of the nearest neighbor method with a different number of top similar
images k. It seems that in general the nearest neighbor method prefers using more results
for expansion, except in the case of NN+mixed+merging (M11) on NUS-WIDE and
NN+ text+ separate (M8) on Flickr51.

NDCG@10 (FLICKR51) P@10 (FLICKR51)

k=10 20 50 100

k=10 20 50 100 k=10 20 50 100

k=10 20 50 100
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N-image-separate N-mixed-merging N-mixed-separate
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N-image-separate N-mixed-merging N-mixed-separate
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This suggests that for both expansion strategies, the parameter settings are not trivial and
will influence the system’s performance. We also suggest to fully train these parameters
before deploying our techniques to a practical scenario.

The weight of the expanded representation
The weight of the expanded representation also affects the retrieval performance. Figure 7
shows the three measures’ values for NN+ image+ separate (M10, the best performing run)
with different values of αexp. It is clear that all measures’ values increase substantially when
α increases from 0.1 to 0.5. The trend of increasing becomes smooth when αW0.5.

Results show that the optimal performance is usually achieved when using a higher
weight on the expanded representation compared with the original image representation
(αW0.5). This indicates the important role of the expanded representation in helping the
original tag-based representation to achieve high retrieval performance.

Per-topic difference
In addition, it is noteworthy that the retrieval performance gains a significant
and comprehensive improvement comparing with QSRVDFLSMC (B2) when we use
NN-image-separate method (M10) and set k at 100 for document expansion (Table VI).
We also examine per-topic performance.

Figure 8 shows the difference of nDCG@10 between QSRVDFLSMC model and the
NN-image-separate method (k at 100) on a query-by-query basis. We found that more than
40 percent of query topics benefit from our methods on both data sets. On the NUS-WIDE
data set, half of the query topics in the right-most panel increase over 0.25, and almost all
query topics in the left-most panel decrease within 0.25. On the Flickr51 data set, lots of
query topics in the right-most panel increase over 0.2. It is interesting to note that our
method makes a great improvement on some topics with zero scores in the baseline

FLICKR51
nDCG@10 P@10
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nDCG@10 P@10
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Figure 7.
Performance
of smoothing
parameter αexp

Method MRR ±% P@10 ±% nDCG@10 ±%

NUS-WIDE
B2 0.7644 – 0.6864 – 0.6866 –
M10 (k¼ 100) 0.8325 +8.91%* 0.7358 +7.20%* 0.7345 +6.99%*

Flickr51
B2 0.8326 – 0.7980 – 0.6837 –
M10 (k¼ 100) 0.9003 +8.13%* 0.8839 +10.8%* 0.7971 +16.6%*
Note: *po0.05 on a two pair-wise tests against the baseline

Table VI.
Comparison between
QSRVDFLSMC and
NN-image-separate
(M10) method
(k¼ 100)
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(the circle-shaped markers at the x-axis). Overall, the improvement on nDCG@10 means that
our method succeeds in bringing relevant images to the top 10. Although our methods don
not stably outperform in terms of MAP, they bring improvements on top ranks. Thus, the
method will benefit a special scenario where users may pay more attention to top results,
e.g., enjoying a TBIR service in the mobile platform.

Overall, we presented 12 methods to estimate the effectiveness of document expansion
technology on TBIR. The comparison between our experiments and LM model indicate that
document expansion can provide a better estimation than traditional IR in TBIR. Comparing
the cluster-based and the neighborhood-based strategy, we found that the neighborhood-based
strategy is the best choice for document expansion in TBIR. The investigation on two
computation methods of the augmented probability P(q|RD) indicated that the individual
method is able to erase the negative influences of error images in RD. In addition, we also found
that mixed features do not demonstrate the advantage that had been expected.

Computation cost
Despite its high performance, a practical concern for the nearest neighbor strategy is the cost
of finding and computing expansion images. For example, if we simply re-rank the top N
images retrieved by an initial approach (such as a baseline), we need to expand each of the
top N images – while using the nearest neighbor strategy, this means N additional k nearest
neighbor search. In contrast, the cluster-based strategy is usually cheaper at running time as
long as we pre-compute and store the clustering result. However, it cannot handle dynamic
data set – when the collection changes, we need to re-cluster the whole collection.

We report time cost for the bigger data set (NUS-WIDE) used in our experiments.
Table VII shows the time cost of the two expansion strategies on a computer with Intel(R)
Xeon(R) E5-2640 v2 @ 2.00 GHz CPU. On average, a k nearest neighbor search using image
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Figure 8.
Per-topic difference in

nDCG@10 against
baseline

Abbr. CL Time cost

Image clustering (using scikit-learn mini batch K-means algorithma) 500 115.89 s
1,000 160.01 s
2,000 420.85 s
3,000 800.08 s

Text clustering (using scikit-learn mini batch K-means algorithm) 500 337.60 s
1,000 384.71 s
2,000 659.62 s
3,000 1,072.94 s

Image neighborhood searching (using FLANNb to find similar images for per document in corpus) 5.5 ms
Text neighborhood searching (using Indri to find similar images for per document in corpus) 0.065 s
Notes: ahttp://scikit-learn.org/stable/; bwww.cs.ubc.ca/research/flann/

Table VII.
The time cost of
clustering and
neighborhood

searching
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features only takes 5.5 milliseconds – this means that it takes less than 1 s in the data set to
expand and re-rank a list of 100 images, and it takes about 5 s to re-rank 1,000 images.
Despite the increased computation cost, we believe that the technique is still reasonably fast,
which makes it useful for many occasions requiring high accuracy image search results.

Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a concise framework based on document expansion techniques to
address the sparsity, vocabulary mismatch, and tag-relatedness issues in TBIR.
We experimented and compared different strategies, similarity measures, and models for
constructing expanded image representation.

Unlike the former best performing work based on neighbor voting for pre-computation of tag
relatedness, we used document expansion to measure the relation between tags and images.
Our method is simple to understand and takes full advantage of the established technology of
traditional IR and CBIR. With respect to the established baseline, the results of our experiments
show that applying our NN-image-separate method yields significant improvements in
effectiveness. Specifically, our method obtains better performance on the top of the rank and
makes a great improvement on some topics with zero scores in the baseline. We also find that
the neighborhood-based document expansion strategy outperforms the cluster-based document
expansion strategy, and mixed features for the selection of RD does not demonstrate the
advantage that had been expected, and the separate method for calculating the augmented
probability P(q|RD) is able to erase the negative influences of error images in RD.

More recently, the development of deep learning has greatly increased the quality of
automatic image annotation and makes it possible to predict multiple textual labels or
generate natural language descriptions for an unseen image (Murthy et al., 2015). It seems
that these textual labels or descriptions can be indexed and used for image retrieval directly
(Karpathy and Li, 2015). Although these methods create new opportunities to improve the
performance of image retrieval, some disadvantages still exist regarding their application to
image retrieval. Compared with textual labels and descriptions generated by these costly
and time-consuming methods, social tags are easy-to-use and ready-to-use without requiring
any additional training data. Moreover, social tags associated with images contain much
abstract and personalized information, whereas general automatic image annotation focuses
on assigning controlled keywords and limited concepts. So, we think that using social tags
for image retrieval still constitutes a good choice in the short term.

Moreover, it is noteworthy that our approach is independent of any characteristic of social
tags. If we use text labels or descriptions generated by automatic image annotation instead of
social tags, the proposed method can also be applied to annotation-based image retrieval.
We believe that users searching images with the TBIR system will benefit from our method.
In future work, we plan to train an effective and suitable model for annotating the images in our
data set and to test our approach on text generated by automatic image annotation methods.

This study has some limitations as well. First, we only consider the scenario that users
search for relevant images by clicking on social tags associated with images (single concept
query topics). To overcome this limitation, future research may consider multiple concepts
query topics. Second, our methods only obtain better performance on the top of the rank
instead of the entire ranked list. Therefore, this approach may benefit a special scenario
where users may only pay attention to top rank results, e.g., searching on a mobile platform.

Notes

1. “Blobs” is a kind of image feature, we refer to the literature for further details.

2. www.flickr.com/

3. In the next, when we use “significantly,” it means the differences are statistically significant.
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